Fcon

Name of Class

Date

Start

End

Room

Slightly Askew

Monetizing Photography:
From Hobby to Jobby!

4/18/2019

4:30 PM

5:45 PM

Atlanta 3

Keira

Twice the dates, Twice the
cakes: Tips for being a healthy
polyamorous person

4/18/2019

4:30 PM

5:15 PM

Atlanta 2

Tony

Basic Makeup 101

4/18/2019

4:30 PM

5:15 PM

Atlanta 4

Ouroboros

The Origin of Desire

4/18/2019

4:30 PM

5:15 PM

Georgia 13

LaDonna Allison

Googleable --- You've been
Porned

4/18/2019

4:30 PM

5:15 PM

Georgia 9

Hada Pixie

Talking to Photographers

4/18/2019

6:00 PM

7:15 PM

Georgia 14

Just Ask Me! (Or Rob...)

Art of Being A Gentleman

4/18/2019

6:00 PM

7:15 PM

Savannah 3

Tantelle

Writing Sprints

4/18/2019

6:00 PM

7:15 PM

Anandalila

Trance Dance

4/18/2019

7:30 PM

8:45 PM

Georgia 13

Amelia Bareheart

Posing for Modeling &
Photography

4/18/2019

7:30 PM

8:45 PM

Georgia 14

Master Varii

Roles and Relationships within
the BDSM Community

4/18/2019

7:30 PM

8:45 PM

Savannah 2

Description of Class
An introduction for those who may be interested in taking your
passion to the next level where you can profit from it. Talk
includes interaction with models, fans, equipment needed along
with software, and platforms to potentially use. Hard learned
lessons from both a producer and a model will be discussed!
Nobody thinks about how polyamory affects nutrition until
you're going out on dinner dates every other day! This class will
examine basic nutritional concepts to begin with and move into
some potential obstacles created by a multi-partnered life. We
will discuss strategies to counter these obstacles. Additionally,
we will talk about partner support and body positivity. You will
hopefully leave with some general ideas as to how to start living
a healthier life. Taught by CPT, PN1 certified person
From skin prep to primer, and from concealer to finishing spray...
catch all the steps in-between for a fun fresh look at hot trends in
the beauty world. Tony Gowell (ex-drag pageant queen) will
have Jeffree Star and James Charles collaborative palettes to
play with; as well as digging deep into your personal makeup
bags to see all the things you use and swear by for day-to-day
lewks!!

Why does the sound of a belt being quickly removed flood your
basement? What is it about being spanked that tickles your
pickle? Prominent thinkers have considered the question of
where human desire comes from, and yet the jury is still out.
For members of sexual minorities, this question is important
since our desires are subject to stigma and social control. In this
session we’ll review some perspectives on where desires come
from, and share our own stories to make sense of this mystery.
Says LaDonna, "If we hide our nudity, our nudity will always be
hidden." She been porned-with her name and pics googleable.
She savors the risk and enjoys being naked online. She and
husband Biarefootbilll, discuss the positives and negatives of full
exposure online Getting shared like a slut---and nurturing the
compliment. Google me
Part 1 Pre Shoot Prep:
Asking questions and knowing your limits. How do you work
out the details?
Part 2 I'm here, what next?
Being safe on set. Senario examples for how to deal with
photographers being inappropriate or pushing more explicit or
otherwise not prediscussed content.
What is it to be a Gentleman? As the #MeToo and #TimesUp
movements has shown, this class clearly needed to happen
again. An interactive workshop that will include break out
groups focused on proper social etiquette, personal
accountability and growing into your own adult style. We will
also discuss history of the terms "Gentleman" and "Etiquette".
This class is not intended only for male identifying attendees.
Partners are encouraged to attend, support and participate.
Get your write on! Did you know you can write an entire book in
a year just by writing for 15 minutes every day? In this
workshop, we’ll do quick 10-15 minute writing sprints so that
you can see what you can create in such a short bit of time.
Bring your own work to add to or use one of our many story
prompts to get things going!
Movement is one way to connect to the tantric energy present
in the Universe. Borrowing from 5Rhythms, World Groove,
Ecstatic Dance, and more, we will cultivate a sensual experience
through expressive dance with music from a variety of genres.
No prior dance background is required to participate. People of
all genders, shapes, sizes, and abilities are welcome. Please
wear clothes you can move freely in and plan to dance in bare
feet. A bottle of water to stay hydrated is recommended.
This is a demonstration workshop for models and
photographers that covers aspects of how to pose or be posed
to the greatest effect. Tired of duck-lips and gloried selfies?
Learn body positioning, point of view and how to subtly set the
mood with pose alone. This is the chance for photographers to
learn how to coach or direct their model into position.
In what seems to be an ever changing and complex community
its hard to know where you fit, and what fits you. (Top/bottom,
Dom/sub, Puppy, CD, etc.) “What do these terms mean?”
“Which role (or roles) suits me?” We’ll have a lively
conversation about all the different things you can be in this
thing that we do. We’ll talk about definitions, responsibilities,
and common misconceptions.

Anandalila

Naked Yoga (Friday Morning)

4/19/2019

9:00 AM

9:45 AM

Georgia 13

Sparky

Duct Tape Dummy Workshop

4/19/2019

10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Atlanta 1

Persephone & Lykania

Girl Cock Monologue

4/19/2019

10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Atlanta 2

Linda Mercury
Robby
Kiernan Kelly
Jamie Thorsen

Craft of Writing: You've Typed
The End. Now What?

4/19/2019

10:00 AM

11:15 AM Atlanta 4

JodiBGood

Navigating the Poly World

4/19/2019

10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Georgia 14

Andy Edwards

Parenting while Poly & Knky

4/19/2019

10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Ballroom South

Barefoot Bill

Professional Naked People

4/19/2019

10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Conf 123

Rachel Anne Kieran, Psy.D.

I'm not a therapist, why do I
feel like everyone's
therapist???

4/19/2019

10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Conf 125

iamara Kinhawk

Older submissives/Younger
Dominants

4/19/2019

10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Conf 127

Medinah Monroe and Kiki
Said So

Poly Pockets Gets personal

4/19/2019

10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Savannah 1

Dia Starr

Body Art demo

4/19/2019

11:30 AM

12:45 PM

Atlanta 1

Shakir Rhahaan
Tantelle
Trinity

KianteWench

Kinky Power Dynamic
Relationships in Fiction

Polyamory 101

4/19/2019

4/19/2019

11:30 AM

11:30 AM

Stretch your mind and free your body in this gentle, all-levels
class for people of all genders, shapes, sizes, and abilities. This is
a clothing-optional practice, so you will be able to get as naked
as you want to be. Bring your yoga mat or a beach towel to
practice on, an extra towel if you have one, and a bottle of
water to stay hydrated. Suitable for Absolute Beginners as well
as those with More Experience.
One of Costuming Tracks most popular events, we bring back
the duct tape dummy hands-on workshop. You bring a snug
fitting t-shirt that can be cut up, we’ll bring the duct tape and
the expertise.
Lee Cox & Michael Cowart
This will be a discussion about my experiences as a trans person
navigating life with a penis that I enjoy having and using. Expect
to have a fun time as I get frank about my life, my body, and my
relationship to it . Additionally, I will discuss my struggles with
social expectations and pressures I have had to face.
You've finished a book! Pop the celebratory beverages and
toast yourself because YOU ROCK. Afterwards, it's time to check
what needs to be tweaked and polished. Authors will share with
you how they tackle that sometimes-difficult first draft, giving
you their secrets to help make editing less painful and dare we
say, enjoyable.
Managing different styles of poly from hierarchical, to anarchist.
Kitchen table to Parallel, including swinging, solo poly and
mono/poly. Jealousy, D/s in poly and any other questions you
may have.
This discussion-style forum addresses the challenges faced by
every parent as their children begin to sense that we aren't
necessarily like "all the other parents." What do we tell our
children about our sexuality or relationship structures? How
much is too much? What do we do when they figure it out for
themselves? Anecdotes will be shared! Research will be
presented! We'll laugh. We'll cry. And hopefully we'll learn a
thing or two.
Is there a career here??? Listen to true stories, observations,
fun, danger and life of Bill Pacer and LaDonna Allison, the
unique married couple who boast of being professional naked
people. Open and honest, ask any question and receive honest
answer.
Basic helping skills are something that we use in all relationships
- being loving, a good listener, empathizing etc. But when is it
time to tell a someone that they need to find a professional
shoulder to lean on? This workshop will focus on helping skills
that anyone can use, but also knowing when the burden of
being that solace for someone (or everyone) is too much. Topic
will include balancing "friend confidentiality", personal selfcare, supporting someone in finding a counselor, and more!
Age is nothing but a number they say but is that true? When
you have more than 5 years difference in age does that mean
your relationship is bound to fail? Or is it just another adventure
waiting to happen? Let's talk about those relationships
especially when it means that you are a woman dating someone
up to 20 years or more younger.
Explore the people and relationships in a queer polycule who
break down what it means to share love with multiple people,
ethical nonmonogamy, kink, and what to do when everyone
wants something different for dinner. Balancing infinite love
and making queer dreams come true in the big peach: Ms.
Medusa, Candi LeCoeur, Frankie Love, Royal Tee, Bonnie
Bodacious, and Vava Vroom. Moderated by Medinah Monroe
and Kiki Said So of CockTales Dirty Discussions
A live demonstration, we discuss body painting as an art form
and answer your questions.
Dia Starr

12:45 PM Atlanta 4

12:45 PM

Ballroom South

What is this polyamory thing? How do I start opening up my
relationship? Whats the difference between poly and open?
Why is unicorn hunting problematic? Not there yet but want to
know what this thing is? Need a guide to help you navigate
sticking points in your relationship rules/boundaries? Answers
to these questions and more in this discussion class. All levels
welcome!

DrTheFanGirl

The Science of Kinky Sex

4/19/2019

11:30 AM

12:45 PM

Conf 125

Master Inferno, Sir Odin,
Lady Steele

Polyamory vs Polyfuckery

4/19/2019

11:30 AM

12:45 PM

Savannah 1

Jack Handcock

DIY Custom Leather
Accessories

4/19/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

Atlanta 1

Nymph

Queer (and Kinky) Sex Ed

4/19/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

Atlanta 2

Anandalila

Sacred Skin

4/19/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

Atlanta 3

Trinity
Shakir Rashaan
JJ Rose
Woody from Kinkycast.
com

Podcasting for Writers: From
Guest to Creator

4/19/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM Atlanta 4

Anna Baxter, LPC

Trauma and Triggers

4/19/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

Atlanta 5

Aria_Fae

Creating the Intentional
Polyam Tribe

4/19/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

Ballroom South

travis

How to start / grow/ lead a
munch or other event

4/19/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

Glass Room

Lady Steele

Family Law & Non-Monogamy

4/19/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

Savannah 1

Master So'N'So

The Low Cut Blouse
Phenomenon

4/19/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

Savannah 2

Sparky

Sock Mask Making

4/19/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Atlanta 1

Hormones & nerve centers & excitatory pathways - oh my! Have
some burning questions about the cognitive, psychological, or
physiological mechanisms behind sex and kink? Just want to
learn more? Then this panel is for you! While we will focus
mostly on the biopsychosocial science of Kinky sex & some of
the latest findings, there will be time for Q&A too
What is the difference between polyamory (more than two
loves) and polyfuckery (non-monogamy)? Does sex have to be a
part of polyamory? Does love have to be a part of nonmonogamy? What forms do these very broad concepts take? Do
these concepts overlap at times? Join Master Inferno, Sir Odin,
and Lady Steele as they discuss the differences and confusion
surrounding polyamory and non-monogamy.
We discuss crafting bracelets, armbands, and other leather
accessories with a focus on embellishments and use of alternate
techniques and materials.
Lee Cox & Jack Handcock
This class will cover how engage in safer sex practices with all
types of bodies, including intersex bodies and transitioning
bodies. This will be more than a condom on a banana class!
We'll talk about what you may want to protect yourself from,
how to do it, and how to find local testing resources!
In this clothing-optional class, participants will learn techniques
to open and stimulate the energy centers (chakras) and lines of
energy (nadis) that are present in the body through consensual
touch. People of all genders and affinities are most welcome.
Enrich the sensual aspects of your erotic encounters through
Sacred Skin. Please note: single participants will be matched
with other single participants. If you prefer a partner of a
specific gender, please bring them with you.
How does being on-air affect a writing career? How do you get
to be a guest on a podcast? What should you do once you're
there? And what about creating your own podcast? Join our
panelists for the answers to all these questions and any others
you might have! We'll spend some time talking about why you
want to be a podcast guest, as an author, what to do (and not
do!) and then we'll move into how to create your own!
What things should you be aware of when playing with
someone who has trauma in their background? Are there
special things to consider during negotiations? What does being
triggered really mean? (Hint: most people use this word
incorrectly) What are ways to handle the situation if the person
you’re playing with becomes triggered during a session? A panel
of experts including licensed counselor and psychiatrist answers
these questions and other sensitive topics surrounding Triggers
and Trauma.
The human creature is built to be surrounded with peers.
Participating in our chosen non monogamous lifestyle can
alienate from conventional supporting communities. Creating
an extended tribe of poly relationships can be tricky business,
but it can be done with communication, honour, humour, and
effort. This is an open discussion as to the hows and whys of
building a poly tribe, creating our own communities within
which to flourish.
Live in an area that does not have a munch / demos / play
party? Or maybe there are no munches for folks with your
specific thing like DDlg/primal/POC/ or whatever? Come lean
some strategies for how to start and grow a munch.
What family law dangers are inherent to being non-monogamy?
The simple truth is, legal issues abound when it comes to
participating in the non-monogamous lifestyle. It can affect
several areas in a non-monogamous person’s life, including
marriage, divorce, child custody, also adoptions. How can you
prepare yourself for when these issues rear their ugly heads?
Come find out when Lady Steele, an attorney licensed to
practice in the state of Georgia presents this vitally important
class.
Most people are going to see your images on the internet. Their
first impression will be formed by a 100×100 pixel thumbnail,
and the average person is never going to see a version larger
than their monitor. This fact has a surprising number of
implications.
Making a custom latex character mask doesn’t require years of
sculpting and mold making experience. We show you how any
crafty beginner can create a unique rubber mask using
commercially available products.
Lee Cox & Michael Cowart

KJ

Power Dynamics and
Queerdom

4/19/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Atlanta 2

Linda Mercury
Shakir Rashaan
Robby
Social Media for Writers

4/19/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM Atlanta 4

Miss Bettie

The Cold Hard Truth about
Communication

4/19/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Atlanta 5

Crippled Critic

Disability & LGBT
Representation in Videogames

4/19/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Atlanta 5

DrTheFanGirl

Communications 201

4/19/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Ballroom South

HypsyRose

Frolicon Flow Jam

4/19/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Georgia 13

The Lady Pendragon

Mindful communication from
either side of the slash

4/19/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Glass Room

The Naked Mama

Sexy Selfies 101

4/19/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Pres Suite

Sacara

Disability, Chronic Health,
Illness & Kink Round Table

4/19/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Savannah 1

Voodoo Lily

Costuming for the Broke Bitch
/ burlesque and cosplay
costuming

4/19/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Atlanta 1

Candi Lecoeur
Frankie Love

Coming Out: The Life-long
Process

4/19/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Atlanta 2

Linda Mercury

GOD

That's the Worst Book I've
Ever Read!: Dealing with
Rejection, Reviews, and Plain
Ol' Horrible People
Poly and Married

4/19/2019
4/19/2019

4:00 PM
4:00 PM

5:15 PM Atlanta 4
5:15 PM

Ballroom South

In this class we'll get to try on different relationships with
power in a playful and unique way in order to explore what
truly lights us up. This will be a safe and silly environment
when we get to branch out from our comfort zone. We’ll do
some role playing & improvisation and have dynamic
feedback opportunities. We will also have the opportunity
to be seen and build confidence about who we are and
how we each show up in Queer culture. Build connections,
have fun and find validation for who you are!
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, Tumblr, Goodreads,
Fetlife, blog tours, cover reveals, contests, interviews… There's
only so much time in the day! As an author, what social media
should you embrace? How do you decide? What's the most
effective? Join our authors to learn about different ways to
make social media your bitch! Don't be a slave to your social
media. Own it!
Communication is more about yourself than the other person
and Miss Bettie will take you through some harsh realities of
communication during this class. It’ll be messing and personal
and hard but in the end you’ll come away with strategies to
improve your communication in whatever capacity you need.
Come join us as we talk about diverse characters in
videogames! The good, the bad, and the sexy. We'll ponder
whether having cybernetic implants makes you disabled, take a
look at how game developers write gay romance, and even
teach you how to get your freak on in a videogame.

More relationships mean more talking, but are we
communicating effectively? This workshop will examine
practices that trip us up when talking with the important people
in our lives. Go beyond I-statements to discover the
underpinnings of how we speak as well as the treacherous
undercurrents that strip away our best intentions. We will
explore ways to improve your skills, learn about active listening
and boundaries, and get suggestions for conflict management
with partners & metamours.
Welcome to the 6th annual Frolicon Flow Jam! The term "flow"
refers to the meditative mind state that practitioners find in
play. A flow jam is an event where people come together to
play with flow toys, which include hula hoops, poi, whips, staff,
fans, juggling and other object manipulation toys. We will have
plenty of toys to play with as well as guided instruction. And of
course music! So come flow with us!
Ever wonder why people always seem to take what you say out
of context? Ever struggle finding the opportune moment to talk
about something important with your friends, family or
significant other? It doesn't matter on which side of the slash
you identify, join us and add some soft skills to your
communication tool bag.
This class will provide helpful hints, tips, and tricks for taking
and sending sexy selfies, sexts, and how to embrace your
sensuality. We will also discuss how and when to sext and when
to send a dick pic. I will leave time for questions and skill
building. Bring your phones!
Round table for kinksters dealing with disabilities, conditions
and illnesses while trying to have active dynamics and play. Let's
unload and troubleshoot!
Fabulous costuming can cost a fortune, but with a little
ingenuity it dosent have to be. I will share costuming hacks that
help keep down the cost to make having a great outfit possible
for almost anyone. I will also share methods on how to make
stage props that look luxurious but with the price tag that
matches.
When you're a queer/kinky/poly person living in a vanilla mono
het world, you often find yourself in the position of deciding
"Should I out myself and bring visibility to my community while
showing this person my authentic self?" Or "Should I reap the
benefits of "passing" as cis/het/vanilla in this specific situation?"
Learn why you should *never* out someone else without their
consent, during this entertaining class taught by real life couple
Candi Lecoeur and Frankie Love.
The second review on my first book called it the worst book
she'd read all year. My first review was even worse!
Fortunately, everyone can learn how to handle these kinds of
nasty feedback. By the end of this workshop, you'll have a
whole emotional toolbox to walk away from these encounters
with your head held high.
All the gritty details on how to navigate poly pitfalls specific to
being one of a married couple. What is couple privilege and
how does it affect your para and metamours.

Hawa Yasmeen

Diversity Connects Online:
Expanding Your Kink Network

4/19/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Conf 127

iamar Kinhawk

Sci Fi, Fantasy, and Kink

4/19/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Room 125

Therapist Nicki

Poly Power Bonds

4/19/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Savannah 1

Chantel

Lap Dance Class

4/19/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Georgia 13

Nancy Knight
JJ Rose
Robby
Kiernan Kelly

Giving Good Crit (and Getting
It.. Even Better!)

4/19/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM Atlanta 4

Luna de Lev (herb slut)
she/her

Apothekinky: Herbs for
Kinksters and Sex Geeks

4/19/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Conf 125

David

The Art of Listening - Tuning
Deeper Into Your Body to Turn
Yourself On

4/19/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Conf 127

Keira

Coexist (A New Hope): A look
at the separation of
alternative sexuality
communities

4/19/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Glass Room

Sacara

Orientations and All the
Words Game Show

4/19/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Savannah 1

Anandalila

Naked Yoga (Saturday
Morning)

4/20/2019

9:00 AM

9:45 AM

Georgia 13

Ada Manzhart

Vintage Visage

4/20/2019

10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Atlanta 1

Vava Vroom

LGBTQspeak: Queers + Kink!

4/20/2019

10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Atlanta 2

A Tribe Called Kink started with 4 Black Professionals, none who
knew each other in real life, yet came together in seeking
community that valued afrocentric bdsm & sexuality. In a year,
we grew our network to 400 members nationwide and built a
members only platform connected to tangible monetization.
Our class is on utilizing technology to connect with diverse
subgroups, foster education and acceptance within the Kink
community by helping established groups engage more
diversity.
The exploration of Kink is something that people go into boldly
where they have never imaged to go to before. The tales from
the various comics like Wonder Woman, books like Gor,
Kushiel's Dart, Sleeping Beauty, and 50 Shades of Grey have
lead people down the path to explore more regarding the
darker sensual sides of their sexual desires and needs. Listen to
excerpt from various writers and discuss how your favorite
books, movies, and comics have lead you towards kink.
Have you tried mixing BDSM with polyamory or other forms of
consensual non-monogamy and had no idea what was going
on? This class provides information on how to blend the
consensual non-monogamy world with the power exchange one
with tools from the Gottman method and Transactional
Analysis.
Come learn some new moves to tantalize your partner and to
feel sexy in your own skin!
So you're done with your first (or even second) draft and you're
ready to publish? Not so fast! If no one but you has read your
story, then you need to stop and get some critiques. And if you
have writer friends, odds are good you've been asked to give
critiques. This panel will help you learn to critique
constructively, and what to focus on with each critiquing pass.
We'll also review some writing workshop tips that are helpful in
the critique process.
How do plants and sexy play overlap? Come find out! We'll
discuss energetics, herbal preparations, sensation play, plant
sadomasochism, aphrodisiacs, nervous system relaxants, herbal
lubes, and after care.
Have you ever stopped to listen... like really listen? Join a
professional music producer and mindfulness instructor as he
takes you through body-based listening techniques you can use
anywhere... from in the bedroom, to the dungeon, to daily life...
to tune further into your sonic environment and create mindful
awareness. Sound is SO sensual, but the details of it often blend
into the background. Profound things happen when you create
space to notice what's there. PS - Things will get silly.
This panel delves into the experiences of the NCSF constituent
communities in terms of discrimination and bias amongst
themselves. Here, we seek to learn from each other and search
for ways to create more commonality and unity so as to better
serve our constituents and advance equal human rights for
consenting adults more effectively.
Time to go through All of the Words for glory and prizes! We’re
look into the definitions and uses of words, terms and
orientations that describe folks in our intersecting communities
including kink, bdsm, polyamory, ethical non monogamy,
sexuality and so much more!
Stretch your mind and free your body in this gentle, all-levels
class for people of all genders, shapes, sizes, and abilities. This is
a clothing-optional practice, so you will be able to get as naked
as you want to be. Bring your yoga mat or a beach towel to
practice on, an extra towel if you have one, and a bottle of
water to stay hydrated. Suitable for Absolute Beginners as well
as those with More Experience.
Flawless, timeless Golden Age of Hollywood magic...the
glamour girl face. Once thought only conjured in the dressing
rooms by makeup masters. Not so. Tips and tricks to give the
perfect 40's vintage look, with hints on taking it back and
forward a decade.
The Chameleon & Ada Manzhart
A panel presentation to discuss and share experiences about
being kinky and queer. The goal is to explore the history,
oppression, empowerment, and joy of queer kink, bdsm, and
leather through personal experiences. All are welcome.
Panelists TBA.

Dire Vlfgrim

Tantelle
Kiernan Kelly
Jamie Thorsen

Are You Feral on the Inside
Too?/ An examination of
“primal” practices in
spirituality and history

The Secret Life of Writers

4/20/2019

4/20/2019

10:00 AM

10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Atlanta 3

11:15 AM Atlanta 4

Jack Handcock

Integrating Rope into Your
Kinky Costumes

4/20/2019

10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Atlanta 5

Voodoo Lily

Dancing with silk fan veils/
Burlesque and Dance

4/20/2019

10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Ballroom South

Master So'N'So

Erotic Photography on the
Cheap

4/20/2019

10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Conf 125

The Naked Mama

Apologies Not Included /
Becoming Rawfully Authentic

4/20/2019

10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Conf 127

Travis

BDSM: Getting Started

4/20/2019

10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Georgia 14

The Stunt Double

Wills and End of Life Planning
For Non-traditional Famlies

4/20/2019

10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Savannah 1

HypsyRose

Sensual Embodiment

4/20/2019

10:00 AM

11:15 AM

Savannah 2

The Chameleon Queen

Body Adhesives

4/20/2019

11:30 AM

12:45 PM

Atlanta 1

Frankie Love
Candi Lecour

Living in FTM Trans/NonBinary Shoes

4/20/2019

11:30 AM

12:45 PM

Atlanta 2

Trinity
Shakir Rashaan
Nancy Knight

Editors Tell All

4/20/2019

11:30 AM

12:45 PM Atlanta 4

Sacara

POC & ENM Round Table

4/20/2019

11:30 AM

12:45 PM

Atlanta 5

CarnalEnigma

Sensual Bellydance

4/20/2019

11:30 AM

12:45 PM

Ballroom South

One of the common topics that gets brought up in discussions
of Primal Play is the overarching applications outside of
“primal” as a kink or BDSM lifestyle. This class aims to examine
the historical backgrounds of such practices, and how they
apply or relate to the identification of being “primal.” This class
will discuss early examples of spiritual or mythological
shapeshifting across the globe, and how some of those ideas
can affect and be implemented into a mindset or lifestyle in the
modern
What's it really like to write and get your stories published? Get
the scoop from five authors ranging from newly published to
more seasoned. Authors talk about their experiences from
writing, to critiques, to working with editors, to getting
published. Bring your questions!
Bracers, Corsets, Jocks, Bras… and Rope? That’s right, show us
your kinky cosplay and we will show you how to weave a hot
rope bondage look into it.
We will explore the use of silk fan veils for performance on
stage or in the bedroom. I will demonstrate how to manipulate
the senual flowing fabric of the fan to tease and please an
audience of 1 or 100. Open to all skill levels
How to take hot pictures of yourself or a lover without spending
a ton of money.
This will be a crash course into raw authenticity, tools for facing
fears, stepping into your muchness, and how to communicate
with your partners. It will also cover how to work on self care,
self compassion, and self awareness. Finally, what to do when
you fail and how to sit in your discomfort or the discomfort of
others. This track will provide insights on how to communicate
your needs as they change and grow through personal stories,
research, and humor.
what is BDSM (my thought out opinion), how, where, when to
get started. How to try to stay safe, what does it all mean, and
some of the pitfalls those new to the lifestyle tend to encounter
Planning for it early in life is often seen as taboo and morbid,
that is something to do when we are older. We all have a life
event that we think must happen before we do our will. We
don’t know when our time will be up and having that plan in
place can make things easier for you and your family no matter
how many significant partners you have. In this class I will
discuss how the law expects our property to pass on and how
you can plan for your family dynamic.
Embodied and somatic practices ask us to “listen to your body,”
but what does that mean? How can we tap in and take care of
ourselves, especially during the busy Frolicon weekend? Join us
in exploring our relationships to and experiences in our bodies.
We’ll share a guided meditation then visit different stations to
experience sight, smell, taste, movement, and non-sexual self
touch. We’ll wrap up with reflections on what self-care
practices we want to use through the rest of the con.
Sometimes you just have to glue it! Going beyond mere nails
and eyelashes, we discuss multiple types of adhesives used on
our bodies to great effect and without embarrassing wardrobe
malfunctions. Information on the types of adhesives, where,
and more importantly, how will be discussed.
The Chameleion & Ada Manzhart
Name Change information? Pros and Cons of FtM hormone
therapy? How do I know if top surgery is right for me?
Find out how knowledge of Frankie Love's personal journey can
help you find the correct path in your own gender journey no
matter where you fall on the gender spectrum.
Join us for a tell-all from editors who publish kinky and vanilla
fiction of all flavors. Got questions about how to break in?
Questions about the editorial process? About the publishing
process? Whatever your questions, you can get the scoop right
here!
PoC & ENM
A space for ethically non monogamous people of color to
discuss the highs, lows and plateaus of intersectionality in the
life.
It is time to get in touch with your inner god or goddess! In this
class you will learn seductive shimmies, provocative pops,
scandalous slides, and much more. The class will end with a
demo for one lucky participant. This class is suitable for all skill
levels.

Jacob the Male Doula

Changing the Dynamic of your
Poly Relationship

4/20/2019

11:30 AM

12:45 PM

Savannah 1

Anandalila

Sacred Touch

4/20/2019

11:30 AM

12:45 PM

Savannah 2

Amelia Bareheart

Hair for Modeling &
Photography

4/20/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

Atlanta 1

Amazon Butterfly

How to make Love to a
Transgender Person

4/20/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

Atlanta 2

Kiernan Kelly
Nancy Knight
Linda Mercury

Craft of Writing:
Characterization

4/20/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM Atlanta 4

KianteWench

Poly Pitfalls

4/20/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

Atlanta 5

ClayMan

Burlesque & Roller Derby
People Talk About Body Image

4/20/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

Glass Room

Peter B. Slayer

The Sensual Shave

4/20/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM Room 127

Scarlett

I'm Powerful! I'm Oppressed!
I'm Tired!

4/20/2019

1:00 PM

2:15 PM

Savannah 1

Anna Baxter, LPC

Non-Binary: Fact or Fallacy?

4/20/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Atlanta 2

Doctor D

2 MDs and a Microphone:Docs
in the Box

4/20/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Atlanta 3

This will be a panel version of the class I held last year. It will
focus on ways to communicate with your partner about
changing the parameters of your relationship, whether you
want to make them broader or more narrow.
This class incorporates the principles of tantra to create
opportunities for sensual exploration in a safe and nonjudgmental space, including breathwork, communication skills,
energy awareness, and consensual non-sexual touch. People of
all genders and affinities are most welcome. Sacred Touch
teaches the art of listening with your hands. Please note: single
participants will be matched with other single participants. If
you prefer a partner of a specific gender, please bring them
with you.
This is a demonstration and participation workshop focusing on
showing models, photographers and hair stylists how to frame
the model’s face to the greatest benefit for a shoot or scene as
well as how to use the hair not just as an extension of the
model, but as a prop and tool to make their photos pop.

Perfect characters are... well... boring. Come to this panel and
find out how authors write about imperfect characters -- not
just ones with a token flaw, like a "crooked smile" or "hair that
won't stay down", but real people, with real problems (inside
and out, external and internal). While your readers may dream
about being six-foot-six studly werewolf alpha motorcycle club
leaders, sultry CEOs with curves for days and secretaries waiting
on them hand and (especially) foot, or that one special person
from the punk rocker's high school days who can show the
superstar the true meaning of love... sometimes it's nice to read
about characters just like themselves.
This class is building on the original lecture, breaking it up into
small chunks each year for discussion.Poly Pitfalls are those
traps we fall into easily as a practitioner of polyamory. This class
will likely start the focus on Inequality in relationships and how
that can affect partners, but be flexible to the needs of the
group. It is a round table led by KianteWench and her husbeast,
the GreyMan.
Burlesque and Roller Derby are known as female-led, bodypositive cultures. This is a panel discussion with both skaters
and performers talking about their body image, how it's
evolved, and what role their community plays it it. We will also
explore the accuracy of our body image. How do we perceive
our body versus how others view it? We can challenge our
preconceived notions and ask do how we perceive someone's
body versus how they perceive their own.
Peter B Slayer of The Traveling Revelers presents The Sensual
Shave. We will demonstrate and discuss the how and the why of
a classic “wet shave” as an essential and intimate service and
why we love it and why it provides all of the perks of masseuses
and boot blacks with the added spice of trust.

So, you're poly/queer/kinky/strong/independent...where does
that internal voice come from that insists you should mop floors
& iron socks? You don't pressure other people to do that, but
can't give yourself permission to be imperfect. How do we
navigate being "not enough" in complicated relationships where
we HAVE to negotiate expectations with partners? This
workshop will challenge us to look at multiple identities & roles
we hold, how unacknowledged expectations may be damaging
relationships.
Increasingly more people, especially younger generations, are
coming out and identifying as non-binary genders. Anna will
discuss what the difference between binary and non-binary is
and whether it's real or fiction. Most importantly, Anna will
show community leaders, parents, loved ones, friends, and
peers how you can help non-binary people feel more accepted
and safe in a binary world.
2 M.D.s and a Microphone is our annual Q+A panel where you
get to ask 2 kink-knowledgeable doctors all the questions you
wish you could ask your doctor if you knew you doctor was in
the scene. Check out You get not 1 but 2 actual medical doctors
to bring your burning, throbbing, hard questions to and we will
entertain you, make you laugh, make you go hmmm, we
guarantee it.*
*Guarantee it really implies that the clown from IT will abduct
at least one audience member and feed off their dreams.

Tantelle

Writing Well, Writing Fast,
Writing Free: You Can Do All
Three!

4/20/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Atlanta 4

Scarlett

Measure Me with My
Yardstick

4/20/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Atlanta 5

Rachel Anne Kieran, Psy.D.

Kinky Science Makes the
World Go Round!

4/20/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Conf 125

Silver Kitsune

Cosplay and Kink: The
Intersection of Play

4/20/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Georgia 13

The Lady Pendragon

Kinking responsibly when you
have children

4/20/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Glass Room

Luna de Lev

Exposed: A Sexy Story Share

4/20/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Pres Suite

Aria_Fae

Polyam Geometry

4/20/2019

2:30 PM

3:45 PM

Savannah 1

Sparky

Gelatin Zombie Makeup

4/20/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Atlanta 1

Regina Twist

LGBTQIA: Where we Stand in
Today's Society

4/20/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Atlanta 2

Craft of Writing: Setting and
Description

4/20/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Atlanta 4

Polyam Parenting

4/20/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Atlanta 5

Robby
Nancy Knight
JJ Rose

Aria_Fae

In project management there’s a saying: Good, Fast, Cheap. Pick
Two. For writers, you don’t need to choose. You can have it all!
In this workshop, we’ll be going over strategies to write quickly,
without sacrificing quality or spending valuable resources. We’ll
work together, to identify and blast through obstacles to upping
that word count, whether it’s difficulty in just getting started, or
the personal bugaboos that keep you from typing “The End.” I’ll
share the strategies that led me to completing my first
NaNoWriMo in less than three weeks, to my most recent
NaNoWrimo, where I clocked in 107,858 words (a novel and the
beginnings of its sequel), even taking time for Real Life
Obligations. Get the tools you need, to write well, write fast,
and write free!
“How long have you been together” is probably the #1 question
I get asked, as if length of time defines what makes a successful
relationship, and it often does in monogamy. Breaking out of
the monogamous mindset is challenging and we’ll talk about
ways it sneaks back in, but redefining what “success” looks like
for your own relationships brings some serious benefits.
Ever assumed that if you shared your kinky activities with a
mental health professional that they would slap a diagnosis on
your file faster than you could say "Freud?" Would you be
surprised to know that if they did, they would likely be acting
unprofessionally & contradicting the guidelines for diagnosis set
forth by their professional bodies? Want to know about some
recent changes made to these guidelines that significantly depathologized many forms of kink? Let's talk about it!
Every kinkster knows that the more authentic a scene *feels*
the better the scene goes for your headspace. In this panel we
discuss the ways of determining who goes where to bring a
nerdy, fan service heavy scene to life. We will talk about how
much suspension of disbelief plays into role playing, how far
you can stretch a character before they lose their identity, and
what ways to really bring a scene to life for all participants
(cosplay, what tools to use, how to set the scene up, etc).
Kinky? Have children? Have questions? Then this class is for
you.
This is a live storytelling event in the vein of The Moth, or more
relevantly, Risk! and Bawdy Storytelling. Come share your true,
first person story (<13 minutes long) about sex, kink, or dating.
Change names or details as needed to protect the [not so]
innocent. Please respect how vulnerable it can be to share a
story in front of an audience. Heckling, body-, kink-, slut-, and
prude-shaming will not be tolerated.
How do you deal with unexpected changes in the balancing of
your relationships in a healthy manner for yourself? Join us for a
discussion around intentional boundary setting and clarifying
expectations in the midst of changing "relationshapes."
Leave the expensive latex and silicone rubbers and paints to the
movie folks. We show you how to get an amazing zombie
makeup with easily obtained OTC supplies.
Lee Cox & Michael Cowart
This will be a panel discussion guided by representatives of the
different facets of the LGBTQIA community. Discussions of Gay,
Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer, Intersex, & Asexual
issues; including triumphs and failures from the past that have
paved the road to the present; as well as the current issues that
remain to be surmounted by our minority, but growing
community.
What’s Harry Potter without Hogwarts? Sex & the City without
New York in the 90s? Star Trek without the Enterprise in the
not-too-distant future? Time and location are indelibly woven
into the fabric of the story, so much so that oftentimes settings
are practically characters in their own right. So how do you give
voice to a major story element that can’t speak for itself? Join
us as authors take us through the nuts and bolts of creating
settings so they’re not throwaways, but powerful forces that
carry your story forward, regardless of genre. Hear a variety of
approaches on how to use description effectively, to create a
compelling, immersive experience for your readers.
Parenting is no joke! The logistics of scheduling through the
constantly changing needs of our children and balancing poly
relationships can be daunting. So much to juggle! There are
challenges, but also lessons to teach in raising our next
generation, no matter what your family/tribe structures. Join us
to talk about the strengths and weaknesses of poly parenting in
2019. Bonus points if you bring black coffee for Aria!

Silver Fox

Massage Techniques to Fix
your Parnter

4/20/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Ballroom South

Master So'N'So

Drink & Draw

4/20/2019

4:00 PM

5:15 PM

Pres Suite

ClayMan

All Nudes Are Good Nudes:
Nude Photography for Every
Body

4/20/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Atlanta 1

Kevin Patterson

Love's Not Color Blind: The
Intersection of Race and
Polyamory

4/20/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Atlanta 2

Miss Kitty Fantastico

Women and LGBTQ
Representation in Comics

4/20/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Atlanta 3

Kiernan Kelly
Shakir Rashaan
JJ Rose
Jamie Thorsen

Writing Male POV: Gender,
Culture, and Masculinity in
Your Writing

4/20/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM Atlanta 4

KianteWench

Polyamory and Family

4/20/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Atlanta 5

Rarius Daemon

Gorean Philosphies and
Mindsets

4/20/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Conf 127

Kinkibella

Sexual Health and Polycules a Discussion

4/20/2019

5:30 PM

6:45 PM

Savannah 1

DrTheFanGirl

Pornographic Pictionary

4/20/2019

7:00 PM

8:15 PM

Savannah 2

Lykania

Safer Sex in the age of PrEP

4/19/2019

11:30 AM

12:45 PM

Aria_Fae

Sunday Morning Polyamorous
Reflections

4/21/2019

10:00 AM

11:30 AM

Soothe or stimulate your partners through massage. Learn how
to ease daily aches and pains or invigorate the sex drive without straining the body of the giver. This class will teach
techniques to connect with significant others in a sensual way.
No experience necessary. Singles, couples, and poly
families/groups welcome. Bring a towel or yoga mat as we will
be on the floor.
Nude bodies of all shapes and sizes are wonderful to
photograph. Nude photos can be a fun and sexy activity
between lovers or a challenging technical undertaking to the
serious photographer. We will explore how to make great
photos of any body type. Topics of discussion include posing
and lighting. But more importantly, we will consider how to
make spaces where models feel safe and empowered and the
ethics of a good photographer.
While polyamory & polyamorists are often viewed as a very
welcoming bunch, far too often, our communities &
representation appear very limited. This presentation is a
discussion about why diversity is important to our movement.
We will tackle ways that we can proactively promote an
inclusive environment in our lives, in our communities, and at
our events. Most importantly, we will go over what we can do
to maintain that diversity.
Comics has long been a field dominated by the cis white male
narrative, but there have always been outliers and there has
been more emerging stories about women and queer people in
the past several years. I intend to show the arc and talk about
the ups and downs of women and queer characters in comics
with a special focus on sex positive narratives emerging in the
independent scene.
This panel will explore writing an effective male character point
of view. We'll discuss motivations, ways of seeing the world,
and other factors that feed into creating an authentic male
voice in your fiction.
Navigating family can be hard enough in a life without the
added complications of Polyamory. This panel is here to assist
you with blended and non blended families, being parents of all
types, and handling life with partners while having a family.
Come and pick our brains.
The way of the Gorean, regardless of your position , is of Honor,
Loyalty and Transparency . The philosophies brought together
cover all aspects of life. Come sit, listen and ask questions about
ways to walk a more enriched path for yourself and your
partner as we learn about the Philosophies that gave birth to
many of the rituals and protocols in the Master /slave dynamic
we see today.
Defining how you manage your sexual health and how your
polycule can manage its overall sexual health. This is not a
medical class but a discussion of how we, as a community, can
do better about taking responsibility for our own sexual health
and how we can best protect the sexual health of our partners.
Round table style discussion with an ask it basket for
anonymous questions. We will discuss the importance of
testing, lessening stigma, language, talking about sexual health
with new partners.
Come one, cum all to the this convention favorite. All the fun of
Pictionary with an adult twist. The audience will be divided into
two teams to go head-to-head for pornographic fun. Be
prepared to draw, laugh, and put your sexual knowledge to the
test. No art skills required for a good time.

You’ve got questions? I’ve got answers! Communication is key
when it comes to consent and disclosure for a safer sex
experience. Come learn about how to get the conversation
started in regards to your gender, sex, and health to name a few!
We’ll tackle the tough stuff such as sharing your sexual health
status and responding to the sexual health statuses of others.
Atlanta 2
We will address safer sex beyond just the barrier method
including preventative vaccines, the use of PrEP, TasP, and
PEP. This panel is inclusive of all genders to encourage safer
sex of ALL bodies. **FREE Safer Sex kits will be provided for
every attendee. There will be a drawing at the end of the panel
for a sensual surprise.**
Sometimes, the weekend just "clicks," and questions and
3rd Floor Top of connections combine to spark ... even more questions.
Stairs around from Polyamorous observations rattling around in your brain? Mine
too. Come and join us! This open conversation time is intended
coffee shop
to be an informal "morning reflection" though Aria may talk more
if you provide her with coffee!

